. While However, in the same way that the wave function f is a one-column matrix, the terms a",a~, and a"as well as p must be understood as four-by-four matrices. It is a further requirement of the theory that these matrices must satisfy the relationships [17] a2 a2 a2 -p2 
B=VXA.
Useful theorems can be obtained from Eqs.
(1) - (6) [18] . In terms of the electromagnetic potentials, the electric field E and the magnetic-fiux density B are given by [19] E= -VP-aA Bx By Bz (14) , (4'o4) =O' Z, 0+ "
I:(-H4)'o0 0'-oHPj (10) where the velocity operator v=ca (12) has been introduced in the last term.
If there is every ambiguity about the interpretation of an operation sequence, as in the last term in Eq. (11) 
Alternatively, the last term in Eq. (11) could be written in shorthand as V (4 vo%')=8;(ql U'o%).
Equation (11) 
